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slightly off-putting when concentrating on
getting the power through your legs.

Aside from this (which was an occasional thing)
the saddle performed well. On longer rides it was
comfortable and firm, allowing you to feel the
road but without it shaking through your body.
Much of this comes as much from the impressive
flex in the saddle, as well as the additional
padding that Selle Italia have added.

Another aspect of the saddle that I like is the low
falling sides, that sit 1-2cm lower than most
others. Initially I thought that this may be an
issue on longer rides as it could create some
friction on the tops of my legs, however it actually
did the opposite, and takes away the very rare,
but very annoying catching of your leg on the
edge of saddle. This can take your concentration
away at key moments, often when you are
pushing the hardest or need to concentrate the
most.

Overall, I was very impressed with the Selle Italia
SLR Team Edition saddle and it will probably be
the one that stays on my bike for at least the next
six months. The combination of lightweight and
strong design has meant that it is very
comfortable to ride long distances on, but also
allows for intense and performance rides.

Verdict

Great update on the SLR Team saddle; light &
comfortable

road.cc test report
Make and model: Selle Italia SLR Team Edition saddle

Size tested: n/a

Tell us what the product is for, and who it's aimed at.
What do the manufacturers say about it? How does
that compare to your own feelings about it?
A high quality saddle designed for both amateur and
professional riders that want both comfort and
performance. I can safely say that it achieves both
comfort and performance as the flex and additional
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padding have been useful on longer rides but have
not effected its performance on climbs or sprints.

Tell us some more about the technical aspects of the
product?
WEIGHT/ 175 g
SIZE/ W 131 x L 275 mm
RAIL/ TI 316 Tube ? 7 mm
USE/ Road
COLOUR/ Black & Red

Rate the product for quality of  construction:

Very well made, solid but with a slight flex that makes
riding it comfortable without feeling overly padded.

Rate the product for performance:

Strong performance from the latest edition of the SLR
Team saddle. The only slight drawback is the small
amount of sliding that comes from the gloss middle
section, but with a bit of riding it, I am sure this would
stop.

Rate the product for durability:

With no visible stitching and a strong construction, this
saddle is likely to last for a long time.

Rate the product for weight, if  applicable:

I have to compare this to the older version, which is
30g lighter, but more expensive. Although it sits on par
with others in this price band, it would be unfair to
give this stronger marks given the weight increase
from the older version.

Rate the product for comfort, if  applicable:

With the amount of flex and padding, it is comfortable
to ride for longer periods as well as not holding you
back when climbing or sprinting.

Rate the product for value:

This sits mid range in terms of saddles, whilst not
having the same weight savings as a saddle with
additional carbon components, it has a good bang for
your buck.

Tell us how the product performed overall when
used for its designed purpose
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A hundred and fifteen British pounds to park one's
posterior ? They are surely extracting a urine sample. 
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posted by michophull [115 posts] 

9th January 2015 -  17:48

2 Likes

it's less than half the price of some saddles, so could be
considered a bargain

Oldest f irst Newest f irst Best rated

6 user comments

Great for both long or short fast riding, a good all
rounder.

Tell us what you particularly liked about the product
The flex in the saddle without feeling that it has
somehow compromised the structural integrity of the
saddle overall.

Tell us what you particularly disliked about the
product
Although the lower sides do have their benefits, they
do sometimes get annoying when using the saddle for
a long time. That said, it is not something that would
put me off the saddle in the long term.

Did you enjoy using the product? Yes.

Would you consider buying the product? Yes.

Would you recommend the product to a friend? Yes.

Overall rating: 8/10
About the tester

Age: 27  Height: 6 ft  Weight:

I usually ride: Cannondale Supersix Evo 6  My best
bike is:

I've been riding for: Under 5 years  I ride: Every day  I
would class myself as: Experienced

I regularly do the following types of riding:
commuting, club rides, sportives, general fitness
riding, fixed/singlespeed,
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